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What you’ll need:
Pen/Pencil Paper Measuring tape

Inside /reveal fitted blinds are mounted inside the window 
opening.  

Measure and use the ‘tight’ measurement for width and 
drop.  Use a metal tape. The factory will make minor 
deductions required to allow for fitting into the opening. 

Measure in 3 places for both the width and the drop, use 
the smallest measurements.

NOTE: The brackets and operating mechanism are included 
in the width that you order. The fabric will be approximately 
31mm narrower than the opening.  There will be light gaps 
of approximately 17/14 mm on respective side.  

Inside (reveal) fit

NOTE: If 2 blinds in one opening are required enter the tight overall 
measurement (critical) and then enter the width of each blind.
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Please see next page for ‘Face (outside) fit’
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Outside fit blinds are mounted outside the 
window opening.  

Measure the size of the recess, then add a little 
extra on all sides to ensure adequate coverage.
No deductions will be taken off the 
measurements provided.

NOTE: When measuring the width, remember 
that you are measuring for the placement of 
the brackets, not the fabric width. The fabric on 
a roller blind will be approximately 31mm narrower 
than the width you provide.

Face (outside) fit

NOTE: For the best light control we suggest Face fitted 
blinds / Back Rolled with approximately 50mm added to 
both sides of the window opening width (100mm to the 
width) and 70mm to the widow opening drop.

If you are replacing an existing blind with one of the same 
size, simply measure the blind (including its fittings) and 
specify face fitting, we will make you one the same size.
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Please see next page for ‘Two blinds in ones’ and ‘Two blinds in one opening combo’
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Two blinds in one

2 blinds can be linked in one opening. This reduces the gap between the blinds.
The blinds can either be controlled by one or 2 controls. 
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Please see next page for ‘Corner or bay window’ and ‘Roller direction’
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Corner or bay window

Please advise the option below that matches your situation, fill in the appropriate width 
dimensions. Only complete the front or back measurements not both. We can then make the 
appropriate size adjustments for the blinds. 

Roller direction

Front/forward rolled 

The roll is to the window side offering 
a clean look into the room.  Works well 
to avoid the fabric touching handles 
etc when the blind is dropped. 

Back rolled 

The fabric rolls off the back. This 
works well if the blind is face fitted 
minimalizing the light gap.

NOTE: Some fabrics have a different 
colour backing. The backing will be 
seen on the rolled up portion. 


